KE KUMU PALI COUNCIL MINUTES
Friday, December 4, 2015
2:00 – 3:30
Hale A’o Room 102

ATTENDANCE:
Kaulana McCabe, Ola Torres, Tuti Sandborn, Kuʻulei Miranda, Makanani Sala,
Tatiana Santiago, and Kalani Kuloloia

I. Opening- The meeting was brought to order at 2:00 with an opening pule.

II. Announcements-

• KKP created the Komike Unuhi committee to start translating documents on
campus. WCC wants to offer a Hawaiian option for our students in order to be
the first campus to have documents written in Hawaiian language. There will be
meetings once a month and the first meeting is next week Monday. This
objective will meet one of the goals for Hawaiʻi Papa O Ke Ao.

• Oli workshops will be held in December and the first one is on Dec. 8th.

• KKP will host the Puko’a Council Retreat on January 3rd and 4th at Hale A’o. The
same day there will be a KKP Lā ʻOhana Retreat to follow the meeting. Kumu
Tuti is in charge of the food. There is a budget for 20 people and the potluck is
on Sunday night. KKP members do not have to be at the retreat just need to
welcome and open the meeting.

III. Administrative Updates

Puko’a Council –
• No report. Will be advised at the next meeting.

Papa O Ke Ao Task Force (HPOKA) –
• HPOKA will be creating a survey to measure where they are as a system. This
consists of a system wide data-base including Native Hawaiian data and every
course on campus that incorporates Hawaiian language. The components will
included a comprehensive services for Native Hawaiians, campus climate
measurement, where is the funding source. HPOKA stated that President
Lassner wants to support an office of Hawaiian Education through cultural diversity.

IV. Budget-

- Doug is going to pay for the graduation kīhei. KKP can remove the kīhei funds to support other requests. KKP received $1,000 back from kīhei to include in remaining KKP budget. KKP voted to fund two sowing machines at Costco for $140.00 with a total of $400 for sewing graduation kīhei.

- KKP has agreed to fund $400 for the Muslin boat for Hawaiian graduation kīhei. KKP also agreed to fund the $200 request for the Kahili project. Makanani requested mirrors for the hula class. KKP allocated $1,479 for rotating mirrors for hula class. KKP has a remaining budget of $2,179.63.

- Kumu Tuti suggested sowing kīhei after KKP meetings.

- Kevin agreed to put ice machine in Hale Ao kitchen.

- KKP had a discussion on covering low enrolled classes. Majority of the Hawaiian classes are low enrolled. As KKP we have to decide on creating a priority list of important Hawaiian Studies courses. There was a discussion on STAR on predictive analytics.

V. Adjournment

VI. Next Meeting: January 16th, 2015

VII. NOTICE OF KE KUMU PALI COUNCIL MEETING- Council business not completed on this day will be taken up on another day and time announced at the conclusion of the meeting.